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Abstract: Facilitated translocation of polypeptides through a protein pore is a ubiquitous and fundamental
process in biology. Several translocation systems possess various well-defined binding sites within the
pore lumen, but a clear mechanistic understanding of how the interaction of the polypeptides with the
binding site alters the underlying kinetics is still missing. Here, we employed rational protein design and
single-channel electrical recordings to obtain detailed kinetic signatures of polypeptide translocation through
the staphylococcal R-hemolysin (RHL) transmembrane pore, a robust, tractable, and versatile â-barrel protein.
Acidic binding sites composed of rings of negatively charged aspartic acid residues, engineered at strategic
positions within the â barrel, produced dramatic changes in the functional properties of the RHL protein,
facilitating the transport of cationic polypeptides from one side of the membrane to the other. When two
electrostatic binding sites were introduced, at the entry and exit of the â barrel, both the rate constants of
association and dissociation increased substantially, diminishing the free energy barrier for translocation.
By contrast, more hydrophobic polypeptides exhibited a considerable decrease in the rate constant of
association to the pore lumen, having to overcome a greater energetic barrier because of the hydrophilic
nature of the pore interior.

Introduction

The significance of protein translocation through protein pores
stems from the fact that approximately one-half of all proteins
produced in a cell must, at some point, traverse a cellular
membrane. Examples include not only several key processes
involved in the cellular lifecycle,1-3 but also the translocation
of protein toxins through protein channels.4,5 The present
challenge rests on better defining the molecular mechanisms
employed by protein translocase channels and establishing the
broader biophysical rules that govern the transport of polypep-
tides. A transmembraneâ-barrel is a common scaffold used by
protein-conducting channels. The translocation of protein pre-
cursors into mitochondria and chloroplasts occurs through
transmembraneâ-barrel pores located in the outer membrane.6,7

For example, electrophysiological and circular dichroism studies
of protein translocases from mitochondria (TOM)8,9 and chlo-
roplasts (TOC)10 have indicated that these transmembrane
proteins areâ-barrel pores. Aâ-barrel pore may also serve as
a passageway for enzymes to enter the cytosol, such as the lethal
factor (LF) and the edema factor (EF), which unfold at least
partially and translocate through a 14-strandedâ-barrel formed
by protective antigen channel (PA63) of anthrax toxin.4,5,11

Numerous fundamental questions surround the molecular
mechanisms of theâ-barrel translocases. What drives polypep-
tide transport? How do various traps or binding sites within
the pore lumen catalyze the net flow of polypeptides? Can one
control or anticipate the underlying translocation kinetics by
rational design of either theâ-barrel pore or the translocating
polypeptide? All these specific questions generate a broader
question regarding protein translocation: how do mitochondrial
protein precursors move a significant distance into the organelle,
traversing the translocase of the outer membrane (TOM) in the
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absence of any energy-driven machinery? Previous studies using
reconstituted lipid membranes have not clarified these long-
standing questions owing to technical challenges, including the
considerable complexity of the translocation machinery as well
as a general lack of sufficient structural information.3

To overcome these difficulties, we adopted a strategy for
implementing functionality into aâ-barrel pore to facilitate
polypeptide translocation. The obvious advantage of this
methodology is not only to systematically test an array of
hypotheses generated by the outstanding questions regarding
protein translocation, but also to obtain the basic rules that
govern this molecular process.Staphylococcal aureusR-hemol-
ysin (RHL)12 is a â-barrel pore that is similar in structure and
size to many polypeptide-conductingâ-barrel pores13 and is also
a versatile protein with an extraordinary stability under remodel-
ing (Figure 1).14-17 Additional advantages of this transmembrane
protein pore are the availability of its high-resolution crystal
structure,12 its stability over long periods and under extreme
environmental conditions,17,18 and its large single-channel
conductance,19 facilitating high-resolution electrical recordings.
Therefore, theRHL protein was viewed to be an ideal candidate
for the use as a model system to study the interactions between
a translocating cationic polypeptide and aâ-barrel protein pore
via single-channel electrical recordings.

Experimental Methods

Construction of pT7-RHL-RL3. pT7-RHL-RL3 encodes the WT-
RHL polypeptide, but contains six silent restriction sites that encompass
DNA encoding the transmembraneâ-barrel. These sites are 5′ to 3′:

SacII, HpaI, BsiWI, StuI, AflII , andXhoI. pT7-RHL-RL3 was derived
from pT7-RHL-RL220,21in two separate ligation steps. For the first step,
pT7-RHL-RL2 was digested withBsiWI and AflII and the purified
vector was then ligated with two double-stranded oligonucleotide
cassettes. The first cassette was formed from SC197, 5′GTACGGAT-
TCAATGGTAATGTTACTGGTGATGATACAGGAAAA, and phos-
phorylated SC198, 5′AATTTTTCCTGTATCATCACCAGTAACAT-
TACCATTGAATCC, while the second cassette was formed from
phosphorylated SC199, 5′ATTGGAGGCCTTATTGGTGCAAAT-
GTTTCGATTCGTCATACAC, and SC200, 5′TTAAGTGTATGAC-
GAATCGAAACATTTGCACCAATAAGGCCTCC. The resulting three-
way ligation yielded pT7-RHL-RL3-K8A. In the second ligation step,
the engineered Ala codon present in theRHL-RL2 gene at position 8
was replaced with the wild-type Lys codon. To restore the wild-type
residue, pT7-RHL-RL3-K8A was digested withAgeIandMfeI, and the
resulting fragment was ligated with the wild-type gene in the T7 vector
(pT7-RHL-WT) that had been cut with the same enzymes to yield pT7-
RHL-RL3. All genes were verified by DNA sequencing.

Construction of â-Barrel Mutants. RHL-K131D7, RHL-K147D7,
and RHL- K131D7/K147D7. Mutant genes,RHL-K131D7 andRHL-
K147D7, were constructed by PCR-based recombination as previously
described.22 To constructRHL-K131D7, pT7-RHL-RL3 (see above) was
used as the template for PCR with mutagenic primers: SC807,
5′GGTGATGATACAGGAgacATTGGAGGCCTTATTGG (forward),
and 5′SC808, 5′CCAATAAGGCCTCCAATgtcTCCTGTATCATCACC
(reverse). The mutant codon and anticodon are in small type. ForRHL-
K147D, the mutagenic primers were SC809, 5′GGTCATACACTTgac-
TATGTTCAACCTG (forward), and SC810, 5′CAGGTTGAACAT-
AgtcAAGTGTATGACC (reverse). The non-mutagenic primers SC46,
5′ATAAAGTTGCAGGACCACTTCTG (forward), and SC47, 5′CA-
GAAGTGGTCCTGCAACTTTAT (reverse), were used for both sets
of PCR reactions. To construct the double aspartate mutant,RHL-
K131D7/K147D7, pT7-RHL-K147D was digested withStuIandHindIII ,
and the resulting small fragment was ligated to the large fragment
purified from pT7-RHL-K131D after digestion with the same enzymes.
Successful replacement was screened by cutting plasmid isolates with
AflII , since this site is removed by the K147D7 mutation. All mutant
genes were verified by DNA sequencing.

Polypeptide Synthesis and Purification.The polypeptides used in
this work were Syn B2) MLSRQQSQRQSRQQSQRQSRYLL (HPLC
purity was 95.0%,MW ) 2893.3 Da), Cox IV) MLSLRQSIRFFK-
PATRTLCSSRY (90.1%, 2762.3Da) and AK) (AAKAA) 5Y-NH2

(96.4%, 2243.7 Da). The polypeptides were synthesized by an automatic
solid-phase method using an active ester coupling procedure with Fmoc-
amino acids, purified by reversed-phase HPLC, and confirmed by
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry and analytical HPLC (GenScript
corporation, Scotch Plains, NJ).

Mutant RHL Pores. [35S]methionine-labeled, mutantRHL polypep-
tides were synthesized and assembled in vitro by coupled transcription
and translation (IVTT) in the presence of rabbit erythrocyte membranes
as previously described.23 The labeled, membrane-bound homohep-
tamers were washed in MBSA buffer (10 mM MOPS; titrated with
NaOH, 150 mM NaCl, containing 0.1% (wt/v) BSA, pH 6.8),
solubilized in sample buffer,24 and then purified on an 8% SDS-
polyacrylamide gel. The gel was then dried between two sheets of
plastic film (catalog no. V713B; Promega Corporation) at 50°C for 2
h using a Bio-Rad drying system (“GelAir” catalog no. 165-1771,
Bio-Rad Laboratories). After autoradiography of the dried gel, bands
corresponding to each mutant oligomer were excised with scissors and
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Figure 1. Molecular model of theRHL protein pore highlighting the
engineered acidic binding sites (in magenta) made of rings of aspartic acid
(K131D7 and K147D7). The model was built using PyMole25 with the
coordinates of 7ahl.pdb (Protein Data Bank).12 K147 is located on the cis
end of theâ barrel, near the constriction region with a diameter of∼15 Å.
K131 is located on the trans side of theâ-barrel, in a region of the lumen
with a diameter of∼20 Å, and is exposed to the aqueous phase.
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rehydrated in 0.5 mL of ultapure, distilled, and deionized water. The
adherent, plastic gel-backings were released from the slices after
rehydration and removed with flamed-metal forceps prior to maceration
with a disposable plastic pestle (catalog no. 749521-1590; Nalge Nunc
International). Gel fragments were removed with a spin filter (“QIAshred-
der”, catalog no. 79654; Qiagen), and the resulting filtrate was stored
frozen in 50µL aliquots at-80 °C.

Molecular Graphics. TheRHL model (7ahl.pdb) was generated with
the PyMol software package.25

Electrical Recordings in Planar Bilayers. Electrical recordings
were carried out with planar bilayer lipid membranes.21,26 Thecis and
transchambers of the apparatus were separated by a 25µm-thick Teflon
septum (Goodfellow Corporation, Malvern, PA). A 1,2 diphytanoyl-
sn-glycerophosphatidylcholine (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL)
bilayer was formed across a 60µm-wide aperture in the septum. The
electrolyte in both chambers was 1 M KCl, 10 mM potassium
phosphate, pH 7.4. TheRHL pores were introduced by adding gel-
purified homoheptamears (0.5-2.0 µL) to the cis chamber, to give a
final protein concentration of 0.05-0.2 ng/mL. Single-channel currents
were recorded by using a patch clamp amplifier (Axopatch 200B, Axon
Instruments, Foster City, CA) connected to Ag/AgCl electrodes through
agar bridges. Thecis chamber was grounded and a positive current
(upward deflection) represents positive charge moving from thetrans
to cis side. A Pentium PC was equipped with a DigiData 1322A A/D
converter (Axon) for data acquisition. The signal was low-pass filtered
with an 8-pole Bessel filter at a frequency of 10 kHz and sampled at
50 kHz, unless otherwise stated. For data acquisition and analysis, we
used the pClamp9.2 software package (Axon).

Results

Design of the Binding Sites.Our major hypothesis was that
acidic binding sites engineered within the pore lumen would
produce a major alteration in the polypeptide permeability of
the RHL protein pore. We designed two mutants containing a
binding site located either at thetrans entrance of the pore
lumen, at position 131, or near the constriction region of theâ
barrel, at position 147 (Figure 1). In both mutants, a lysine was
replaced by an aspartic acid. Because of the stoichiometry of
theRHL protein pore, each single-site mutation in the monomer
resulted in seven-residue replacements in the heptameric pore,
creating an acidic iris composed of aspartic acid side chains. In
this way, a single-site mutation introduced a-14 net charge in
the fully assembled pore (K131D7 or K147D7, Figure 1). To
reveal the cumulative effect of both acidic binding sites, we
further designed a double-site mutant, K131D7/K147D7, which
introduced a-28 net charge alteration in the lumen of theRHL
pore. Replacement of Lys with Asp near the constriction region
of the pore lumen modified the permeability properties of the
RHL pore from a slightly anion-selective to a cation-selective
channel. For example, the permeability ratioPK/PCl was 0.71
( 0.05 (n ) 3) for the wild-typeRHL (WT-RHL) pore, in
accord with previous studies.27 The K131D7, K147D7, and
K131D7/K147D7 pores exhibited a permeability ratioPK/PCl of
0.71( 0.12 (n ) 3), 1.43( 0.13 (n ) 3), and 4.50( 0.97 (n
) 3), respectively (Supporting Information, Figure S1, Table
S1).

Single-Channel Electrical Recordings of the Wild-Type
and Engineered RHL Pores in the Presence of Cationic
Polypeptides. Single-channel electrical recordings28,29 were

carried out to examine the interaction of various cationic
polypeptides with the WT-RHL and engineeredRHL pores.
Three selected polypeptides were explored: an alanine-based
polypeptide AK with the repeat unit AAKAA, a mitochondrial
presequence Cox IV, and a synthetic hydrophilic presequence
Syn B2.10,30 These polypeptides were closely similar in length
(∼25 residues) and charge (ca.+5) at pH 7.4, but they differed
greatly in their hydropathy index: 15.2,-5.2, and-44.4,
respectively (Table 1).31 When inserted into a planar lipid
bilayer, all four channels investigated here remained open for
long periods (Supporting Information, Figure S2). By contrast,
when the cationic polypeptides were added to thetransside, at
low micromolar concentrations, transient current blockades were
observed, the nature of which was dependent on both the
features of the engineeredRHL pore as well as the translocating
polypeptides (Figure 2, Supporting Information, Tables S2-
S4). For the simplicity of further data interpretations, our single-
channel experiments were performed with the polypeptide
analyte added only to thetrans side. This is motivated by the
fact that a significant part of theRHL protein (∼50 Å) protrudes
within the cis aqueous phase (Figure 1).12 In other words, the
polypeptide analyte added to thecis chamber would undergo a
significant entropic penalty within the voltage-independent part
of the pore lumen32,33 before its partitioning into the voltage-
dependent transmembraneâ-barrel part.

Figure 2 illustrates the effect of the Syn B2 polypeptide on
the single-channel electrical signature of the WT-RHL and
engineeredRHL protein pores. A log likelihood ratio (LLR)
test18,19 of dwell-time histograms showed a two-exponential
distribution of the transient current blockades produced by the
cationic polypeptides in single-channel recordings with the WT-
RHL pore. At a transmembrane potential of+80 mV, we
observed transient current blockades with two durations:τoff-1

) 0.9 ( 0.4 ms, with a frequencyf1 ) 11 ( 4 s-1 (the short-
lived events), andτoff-2 ) 2.7 ( 0.1 ms, withf2 ) 15 ( 5 s-1

(the long-lived events,n ) 3) (Figure 2A). The short-lived
current blockades (denoted by the subscript “1”) were not
voltage dependent, and we interpreted them as transient colli-
sions of the cationic polypeptides with thetransopening of the
RHL pores (data not shown). Therefore, they were neglected
in the further determination of the kinetic constants. The long-
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Table 1. Biophysical Properties of the Cationic Polypeptides

polypeptidea

length
(residues) chargeb

fractional
helicityc (%)

Kyte−Doolittel
hydropathy indexd

AK 26 +5 17.4 15.2
Cox IV 23 +5 5 -5.2
Syn B2 23 +5 12 -44.4

a The sequences of the polypeptides are presented in the section Materials
and Methods.b The charge is estimated at pH 7.4.c Fractional helicity is
calculated as previously described.19 d The positive numbers indicate the
hydrophobic feature of the polypeptide, whereas the negative numbers
indicate their hydrophilic nature. These values represent the sums of the
Kyte-Doolittel hydropathy indexes for the individual amino acids in the
polypeptide.31
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lived events (denoted by the subscript “2”) were voltage
dependent and were attributed to major partitioning of the
polypeptides into the pore lumen.19 Highly frequent current
blockades were observed with the K131D7 pore (τoff-1 ) 0.31
( 0.06 ms,f1 ) 100 ( 20 s-1; andτoff-2 ) 3.0 ( 0.04 ms,f2
) 29 ( 11 s-1, n ) 3) (Figure 2B). Furthermore, in contrast to
WT-RHL and K131D7, the short-lived events were not observed
with K147D7 (τoff-2 ) 0.14( 0.02 ms,f2 ) 47 ( 1 s-1, n )
3) and K131D7/K147D7 (τoff-2 ) 0.091( 0.005 ms,f2 ) 400
( 17 s-1, n ) 3, Figure 2C,D), as judged by a log likelihood
ratio test. One simple interpretation for the assignment of the
short-lived events “1” is that the interaction of the polypeptide
with the trans opening of the pore is more than a simple
collision, but rather is likely accompanied by other complex
electrostatic interactions. As thetrans opening is the same for
all RHL pores examined in this work, transient short-lived
conformational fluctuations of the positively charged polypeptide
within the pore lumen would allow its trapping by the negatively
charged binding site located at position 147.

Determination of the Kinetic Constants.We found that the
reciprocal of τon (the mean inter-event interval) is linearly
dependent on the polypeptide concentration, whereasτoff (the
mean dwell time from the histogram of the occupied states) is
independent of the polypeptide concentration (data not shown).
Thus, a simple bimolecular interaction between the polypeptide
and the pore can be assumed. The rate constants of association
kon were derived from the slopes of plots of 1/τon versus
[polypept], where [polypept] is the polypeptide concentration
in the aqueous phase. The rate constants of dissociation (koff)
were determined by averaging the 1/τoff.

The cationic polypeptide exits theRHL pore through either
the trans or cis opening, so that the total rate constant of
dissociation was defined askoff-2 ) koff-2

cis + koff-2
trans, where

koff-2 ) 1/τoff-2, andτoff-2 is the mean dwell time of the long-
lived events.19 The voltage dependence of the rate constant of
dissociationkoff-2 underwent a crossover behavior, indicating
the transition from thetrans- to cis-mediated dissociation.
Accordingly, koff-2 was fitted by a sum of two exponentials
that resulted from the combination ofkoff-2

cis andkoff-2
trans.19

This analysis provides various fundamental parameters that
describe the translocation mechanism, including the cis (koff-2

cis)
and trans (koff-2

trans) rate constants of dissociation at a certain
transmembrane potential and their corresponding fractional rate
constants of associationkon-2

trans and kon-2
cis. These rate

constants were calculated asPon-2
trans × kon-2 andPon-2

cis ×
kon-2, respectively.19 The probability of the polypeptide to exit
the pore through thetrans and cis opening was calculated as
Pon-2

trans) koff-2
trans/koff-2 andPon-2

cis ) koff-2
cis/koff-2, respec-

tively. Also kon-2 ) kon-2
trans + kon-2

cis, where kon-2 )
1/([polypept]τon-2).

The Rate Constants of Association (kon-2). Remarkably,
the rate constants of association (kon-2) spanned at least 5 orders
of magnitude and exhibited a well-defined pattern with the
nature of the pore and the cationic polypeptide (Table 2).kon-2

exponentially decreased with the transmembrane potential,
suggesting a voltage-dependent single-barrier profile for the rate
constant of association. Interestingly,kon-2 increased with the
hydrophilic feature of the polypeptides in the following se-
quence: AK< Cox IV < Syn B2, and for all pores (Table 2).
In Figure 3, we show both fractional rates of association,kon-2

cis

and kon-2
trans, that correspond to the exit of the polypeptides

across thecis andtransopening of theRHL pore, respectively.
At a transmembrane potential of+80 mV,kon-2

cis was dominant
for the K147D7 and K131D7/K147D7 pores (Figure 3). This
finding indicates that the exit of the polypeptides primarily
occurred across thecis opening of the pore when the binding
site K147D was present. Therefore, the position of the binding
site qualitatively altered the net flux of cationic polypeptides
through theRHL pore. For Syn B2 and Cox IV, the values of
kon-2

cis calculated for the K147D7 pore moderately increased
compared to those values corresponding to the WT-RHL pore.
In contrast,kon-2

cis for the K131D7/K147D7 pore values were
substantially greater than the values obtained with the WT-RHL
pore (Table 2, Figure 3), suggesting that two binding sites, at
the entry and exit of the pore, synergistically enhance the net
flux of cationic polypeptides through theRHL pore from the
trans to cis side.

The Rate Constants of Dissociation (koff-2). Similar with
the previous study employing alanine-based polypeptides,19 we
fitted thekoff-2(V), whereV is the transmembrane potential, with
a two-exponential function that can be attributed to a two-
barrier-free energy landscape; the first barrier corresponds to
the activation-free energy of the polypeptide to exit the pore
through thetrans side (koff-2

trans), whereas the second barrier
corresponds to the activation-free energy of the polypeptide to
exit the pore through thecisside (koff-2

cis). Therefore, in a linear
plot, thekoff-2(V) showed a biphasic profile with a minimum
that corresponded to a critical value of the transmembrane
potential (Vc). ForV > Vc, polypeptide exit through thecisside
is energetically favorable (koff-2

cis > koff-2
trans), and vice-versa

for V < Vc. In Figure 4, we show the rate constants of
dissociation (koff-2), normalized to the value that corresponds
to +20 mV, in a semilogarithmic plot versus the transmembrane

Figure 2. Representative single-channel electrical recordings with the wild-
type and engineeredRHL protein pores in the presence of 34µM of the
Syn B2 polypeptide added to thetrans side: (A) WT-RHL, (B) K131D7,
(C) K147D7, (D) K131D7/K147D7. The frequency and duration of the
polypeptide-induced current blockades were dependent on the position of
the engineered binding site. All traces were recorded in symmetrical buffer
conditions (1 M KCl and 10 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4) at+80
mV. The smooth curves from the right-handed histograms were either
double-exponential (for A and B) or single-exponential (for C and D) fits
(details are provided in the main text and Supporting Information, Table
S2). The single-channel electrical traces were low-pass Bessel filtered at 2
kHz.
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potential (V). In the range of the transmembrane potential of
20-100 mV,koff-2 decreased with an increase inV for the WT-
RHL pore regardless of the polypeptide, suggesting that the pore
lacking the binding site(s) is poorly permeable for cationic
polypeptides. In contrast,koff-2 increased with an increase inV
for the K131D7/K147D7 pore (Figure 4), indicating an enhanced
permeability for cationic polypeptides, which is in accord with
the absence of the short-lived events “1” noticed with all
polypeptides examined in this work. Table 3 illustrates the
values of the rate constants of dissociationkoff-1, koff-2, koff-2

trans

andkoff-2
cis for all cases examined here. The rate constants of

dissociation (koff-2) determined for the K147D7 and K131D7/
K147D7 pores were generally greater than those values corre-
sponding to the WT-RHL and K131D7 pores, primarily because
of a substantial increase in the rate constant of dissociation
through thecis opening of the pore (koff-2

cis, Table 3). For the
K147D7 and K131D7/K147D7 pores, the values ofkoff-2

transwere
negligible, indicating a facilitated flow of cationic polypeptides
from thetransto cisside of the membrane, which is in excellent
agreement with our hypothesis.

Discussion

â-Barrels with a Single Attractive Trap. In this work, we
obtained a highly detailed kinetic signature of the translocation
of cationic polypeptides through a transmembraneâ-barrel pore
containing negatively charged binding sites engineered within
the pore lumen. For a binding site located within theâ barrel,
we found that its position qualitatively alters the flow of
polypeptides. This situation is similar to that of a selective ion
channel containing a binding site for a particular type of small
ions, such as sodium or potassium.34-36 The polypeptide flux
through a binding site-containingRHL pore is greater than that
through a wild-typeRHL pore (Table 2).

By comparison with WT-RHL, K131D7 exhibited an increase
of the rate constant of association (kon-2). The high rate constant
of association is consistent with the location of the binding site
near the side of greater polypeptide concentration (Figures 1,
3). Except for the hydrophobic polypeptide AK,kon-2 is higher
with the K147D7 and K131D7/K147D7 pores than with the WT-
RHL pore. The WT-RHL pore has a “steric” binding site for
polypeptides, near the constriction region.19 Previous work on
the interactions between the cationic alanine-based polypeptides
and theRHL pore showed that the overall free energy landscape
can be depicted by a two-barrier, single-well profile.19

We interpret these results in terms of the alteration of the
free energy barrier for polypeptide translocation. The first barrier
(“the entry barrier”) is determined by the energetic cost of the
polypeptides for their partitioning from aqueous phase into the
pore lumen. The second barrier (“the exit barrier”) is determined
by the energetic cost of the polypeptides required to traverse
the constriction of theRHL pore near thecisend of theâ barrel.
The acidic binding sites, either at position 131 or 147, add an
additional “attractive” binding site that alters either “the entry
or exit barrier,” respectively. For example, the polypeptides
translocate faster through the K147D7 pore than through the
WT-RHL pore (koff-2

cis, Table 3, Figure 2), resulting in a
significantly reduced “exit barrier” through thecis end of theâ
barrel. We propose that both negatively charged binding sites

(34) Berezhkovskii, A. M.; Bezrukov, S. M.Biophys. J.2005, 88, L17-L19.
(35) Bauer, W. R.; Nadler, W.J. Chem. Phys.2005, 122.
(36) Bauer, W. R.; Nadler, W.Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.2006, 103, 11446-

11451.

Table 2. The Rate Constants of Association kon-1, kon-2, kon-2
trans, and kon-2

cis of the Interaction between Cationic Polypeptides and RHL
Pores at a Transmembrane Potential of +80 mVa

peptide pore
kon-1

(M-1 s-1) × 10-5

kon-2

(M-1 s-1) × 10-5

kon-2
trans

(M-1 s-1) × 10-5

kon-2
cis

(M-1 s-1) × 10-5

Syn B2 WT-RHL 3.2 ( 1.3 4.4( 1.3 3.1( 0.8 1.5( 0.4
K131D7 29 ( 6 8.5( 2.6 4.3( 1.5 4.0( 1.3
K147D7 N/Ab 13.8( 6.8 <0.014c 13.0( 1.6
K131D7/K147D7 N/Ab 117( 1 < 0.12c 116( 1

Cox IV WT-RHL 0.20( 0.02 0.60( 0.03 0.3( 0.2 0.30( 0.15
K131D7 0.3( 0.1 0.90( 0.15 0.035( 0.007 0.6( 0.1
K147D7 N/Ab 0.80( 0.03 < 0.0008c 0.8( 0.2
K131D7/K147D7 N/Ab 5.0( 0.1 < 0.0045c 4.9( 0.1

AK WT-RHL 0.04( 0.01 0.008( 0.002 0.00020( 0.00005 0.008( 0.001
K131D7 0.20( 0.07 0.08( 0.01 0.032( 0.001 0.050( 0.002
K147D7 0.17( 0.01 0.001( 0.0002 <0.0000008c 0.0010( 0.0002
K131D7/K147D7 N/Ab 4.1( 0.73 <0.004c 4.1( 0.7

a All experiments were carried out in symmetrical conditions of 1 M KCl, 10 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4. A 34µM portion of polypeptide was
added to thetrans chamber. The values represent means( SDs calculated from three separate single-channel experiments.b The short-lived voltage-
independent events “1” were undetectable.c The numbers represent the upper limit of the rate constant of association based upon a probability lower than
0.1%.

Figure 3. The rate constants of associationkon-2
transandkon-2

cis calculated
for a transmembrane potential of+80 mV. The other conditions are the
same as those mentioned in Figure 2. The missing bars indicated by “/”
have a value less than 0.1%kon-2 (Table 2). The values represent means(
SDs calculated from three separate single-channel experiments.
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have a catalytic role in translocating the polypeptides from one
side of the membrane to the other.

Alternatively, the kinetic data obtained from single-channel
recordings can be interpreted in the light of the occupation
probability n and the first passage timeτoff-2 to traverse the
RHL pore.35,36 In this work, the experiments were performed
at low micromolar concentration of cationic polypeptides. Under
these conditions, the reciprocal ofτon-2 is proportional to the
concentration of polypeptide, indicating that complex interac-
tions between polypeptides due to the polypeptide-induced
current blockades are negligible. Therefore, the flow of polypep-
tides through theRHL pore isJ ) n[polypept]/τoff-2.35,36 The
transmembrane potential implies the superposition of an attrac-
tive potential with the native interaction potential between the

polypeptide and the protein pore.19 This superposition produces
an increase in the occupation numbern, which is in accord with
our experimental findings, because the flow of polypeptidesJ
increases with the occupation number. On the other hand, the
engineered trap at position 147 dramatically reducesτoff-2

(Figures 2-4), increasing the flow of the translocating polypep-
tides. Finally, the two engineered traps, at the entry (K131D)
and the exit (K147D) of theâ barrel, increase the occupation
numbern and decrease the first passage timeτoff-2, respectively,
substantially enhancing the flow of translocating polypeptides
(Figures 2-4).

This work demonstrates that an electrostatic interaction
between the translocating polypeptides and the pore lumen is a
determining factor that facilitates their transport. Intuitively, a
very strong interaction between the translocating polypeptide
and the pore lumen is accompanied by a much longer residence
time inside the pore, which will reduce the net flux of
polypeptides. This could be reasoned by the facts that (i)
polypeptides bound temporarily inside the pore might hamper
the translocation of other polypeptides by blocking the channel
and (ii) the interaction is so strong that the polypeptide exits
the pore through thetrans opening. In this paper, we did not
examine the effect of the strength of the binding interaction on
the transport of polypeptides, and this issue remains to be
clarified in a future study.

Why Two Traps Are Better Than One. Compared with
WT-RHL, the rate constants of association (kon-2) and dissocia-
tion (koff-2) increased for the double mutant (Tables 2-3). This
situation is different from that observed with the K147D7 pore
in which only thekoff-2 rate constant was increased or that
observed with the K131D7 pore in which only thekon-2 rate
constant was increased (Tables 2-3). Together, the 131 and
147 binding sites have a synergistic effect by increasing both
kon-2 and koff-2. We propose that both binding sites act as a
Brownian ratchet pulling successive fragments of the translo-
cating polypeptide through attractive electrostatic forces. These
results show that the kinetics of polypeptide translocation
through an engineeredRHL pore is dramatically altered by
comparison with the WT-RHL pore, and is dependent on the
position of the binding site.

This data may offer an explanation why the TOM channel
possesses two major acidic binding sites, one at the entry of
the barrel, and one at its exit, protruding into the intermembrane
surface.37 The presequence-containing proteins traverse the TOM
channels in the absence of any ATP or energy-driven cellular
factor and with an enormous entropic cost.3 Positively charged
presequences interact with the negatively charged binding sites
within the TOM channels, resulting in electrostatic forces
required to guide the translocating proteins across the outer
membrane of mitochondria. The binding sites at the entry and
exit of the TOM channel reduce the activation free energy of
the polypeptides to partition into the channel through the
cytosolic opening and to escape the channel through the opposite
opening, respectively. For example, removal of the acidic
binding site at the intermembrane surface inhibited protein
import 3 to 8-fold.38 By analogy, the results obtained with the
K131D7/K147D7 pore provide strong evidence for a substantial

(37) Chacinska, A.; Pfanner, N.; Meisinger, C.Trends Cell Biol.2002, 12, 299-
303.

(38) Bolliger, L.; Junne, T.; Schatz, G.; Lithgow, T.EMBO J.1995, 14, 6318-
6326.

Figure 4. Voltage-dependence of the rate constants of dissociation (koff-2)
normalized to that value corresponding to+20 mV and fitted with a two-
exponential function:19 (A) the Syn B2 polypeptide, (B) the Cox IV
mitochondrial polypeptide in the presence of 100µM DTT, (C) the AK
polypeptide. All experiments were carried out in symmetrical buffer
conditions (1 M KCl, 10 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4). A 34µM
portion of polypeptide was added to thetransside of the bilayer. The values
represent means( SDs calculated from three separate single-channel
experiments.
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reduction of the free energy barrier, revealing the catalytic role
played by the two attractive traps in polypeptide translocation
through theRHL pore.

The Effect of the Hydrophobicity of the Polypeptide.The
single-channel recordings (Figure 3) revealed that the polypep-
tide-pore interaction is dependent not only on the binding sites,
but also the nature of the polypeptide substrate. More hydro-
phobic peptides exhibited a lower rate constant of association
(kon-2). As shown in Table 2 and Figure 3, the rate constants
of associationkon-2 span over at least 5 orders of magnitude
for the three polypeptides examined in this work. This variability
was strongly dependent on the hydropathy index of the
translocating polypeptide (Table 1). Syn B2, a highly hydrophilic
polypeptide, exhibited values ofkon-2 between (4.4( 1.3) ×
105 and (1.2( 0.1) × 107 M-1 s-1 for the WT-RHL and
K131D7/K147D7 pores, respectively (Table 2). Remarkably,
much lower association rate constants were observed with the
hydrophobic AK polypeptide, between (8( 2) × 102 and (4.1
( 0.7) × 105 M-1 s-1, respectively. Overall, the kinetic rate
constantskon-2 increased from the hydrophobic to hydrophilic
polypeptides.

Consistently, these results show that the energetic barrier is
greater for the hydrophobic polypeptides due to the hydrophilic
nature of the pore lumen. Control experiments for determining
the polypeptide concentration in the bath were carried out by
quantitative ninhydrin assay (data not shown).39 These controls
were performed to rule out that a decrease of thekon rate constant
is primarily caused by the partitioning of hydrophobic polypep-
tides into the lipid bilayer. Interestingly, these results might
explain the requirement of hydrophobic binding sites within
translocons4,40,41to dramatically reduce the energetic barrier for
translocating hydrophobic fragments of the polypeptide sub-
strates. Collier and co-workers found that a phenylalanine clamp
(φ-clamp) of the PA63 channel of anthrax toxin functions as a
catalyzing factor for the translocation of the N-terminal domains
of the lethal (LFN) and edema factor (EFN).4 The translocation
of polypeptides is paradoxically accelerated by a less-conductive

and narrowerφ-clamp-containing PA63 channel compared with
a more conductive and widerφ-clamp-lacking PA63, concluding
that theφ-clamp represents a trap that can grasp successive
hydrophobic segments in LFN and EFN.40 In a very recent
follow-up work, Melnyk and Collier discovered that a loop
network within the pore lumen is required to position the
φ-clamp of exposed Phe residues in an active conformation,
revealing the complexity of the mechanisms of the protein
translocation machinery.41 The studies in Collier’s group
reinforce that further experimentation is needed for exploring
the translocation through simplerâ-barrel models to infer the
basic rules that govern this ubiquitous molecular process in
biology.

Concluding Remarks and Future Prospects.Recent work
demonstrates that a robust nanopore can represent a versatile
single-molecule tool for exploring protein unfolding triggered
by chemical denaturants.42 With a few exceptions, both the basic
biophysics19,43 and the potential biotechnological applica-
tions17,44,45 of protein translocation still remain largely unex-
plored. Notably, single-molecule protein translocation studies
are also expected to inspire new theoretical efforts, especially
in molecular dynamics simulations attempting an atomistic
description of polypeptide translocation through protein
translocases.46-49

We show here an experimental strategy to illuminate various
kinetic contributions to polypeptide translocation through a
â-barrel protein pore. These contributions were identified by
either engineering negatively charged binding sites within the
pore lumen or alterations of the polypeptide features. Binding
sites engineered within the lumen revealed major changes in
the free energy barrier for polypeptides to traverse the pore and

(39) Sarin, V. K.; Kent, S. B.; Tam, J. P.; Merrifield, R. B.Anal. Biochem.
1981, 117, 147-157.

(40) von Heijne, G.Science2005, 309, 709-710.
(41) Melnyk, R. A.; Collier, R. J.Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.2006, 103, 9802-

9807.

(42) Oukhaled, G.; Mathe, J.; Biance, A.-L.; Bacri, L.; Betton, J.-M.; Lairez,
D.; Pelta, J.; Auvray, L.Phys. ReV. Lett. 2007, 98, 158101.

(43) Stefureac, R.; Long, Y. T.; Kraatz, H. B.; Howard, P.; Lee, J. S.
Biochemistry2006, 45, 9172-9179.

(44) Sutherland, T. C.; Long, Y. T.; Stefureac, R. I.; Bediako-Amoa, I.; Kraatz,
H. B.; Lee, J. S.Nano. Lett.2005, 4, 1273-1277.

(45) Han, A.; Schurmann, G.; Monding, G.; Bitterli, R. A.; de Rooij, N. F.;
Staufer, U.Appl. Phys. Lett.2006, 88.

(46) Huang, L.; Kirmizialtin, S.; Makarov, D. E.J. Chem. Phys.2005, 123,
124903.

(47) Tian, P.; Andricioaei, I.J. Mol. Biol. 2005, 350, 1017-1034.
(48) Gumbart, J.; Schulten, K.Biophys. J.2006, 90, 2356-2367.
(49) Goodrich, C. P.; Kirmizialtin, S.; Huyghues-Despointes, B. M.; Zhu, A.

P.; Scholtz, J. M.; Makarov, D. E.; Movileanu, L.J. Phys. Chem. B2007,
111, 3332-3335.

Table 3. The Rate Constants of Dissociation koff-1, koff-2, koff-2
trans, and koff-2

cis of the Interaction between Cationic Polypeptides and RHL
Pores at a Transmembrane Potential of +80 mVa

peptide protein pore
koff-1

(s-1) × 10-3

koff-2

(s-1) × 10-3

koff-2
trans

(s-1) × 10-3

koff-2
cis

(s-1) × 10-3

Syn B2 WT-RHL 1.1 ( 0.4 0.37( 0.02 0.29( 0.01 0.14( 0.01
K131D7 3.2( 2.0 0.33( 0.04 0.20( 0.03 0.12( 0.02
K147D7 N/Ab 7.2( 1.2 N/Ac 7 ( 2
K131D7/K147D7 N/Ab 11 ( 1 N/Ac 10 ( 1

Cox IV WT-RHL 0.76( 0.01 0.11( 0.01 0.050( 0.002 0.052( 0.002
K131D7 2.1( 1.3 0.16( 0.04 0.15( 0.04 0.009( 0.003
K147D7 N/Ab 4.8( 0.6 N/Ac 5.1( 0.6
K131D7/K147D7 N/Ab 2.2( 0.2 N/Ac 2.0( 0.2

AK WT-RHL 9.3 ( 0.9 1.3( 0.1 0.04( 0.01 1.2( 0.5
K131D7 2.5( 0.1 0.57( 0.02 0.21( 0.01 0.34( 0.03
K147D7 7.9( 3.9 1.3( 0.5 N/Ac 1.3( 0.3
K131D7/K147D7 N/Ab 7.6( 2.0 N/Ac 6.2( 2.0

a All experiments were carried out in symmetrical conditions of 1 M KCl, 10 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4. A 34µM portion of polypeptide was
added to the trans chamber. The values represent means( SDs calculated from three separate single-channel experiments.b The short-lived voltage-
independent events “1” were undetectable.c The rate constant of association was not determined, because the events exhibited a probability lower than
0.1%.
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to escape through either thecis or trans opening of theRHL
pore. With this strategy, translocation can take place in the
absence of ATP-driven cellular factors, but with tunable driving
force and binding interactions between the polypeptide and the
pore lumen. Furthermore, because of its unprecedented thermal
stability,50 theRHL protein might also be employed as aâ-barrel
translocase model in temperature-dependence experiments of
polypeptide translocation. These studies would have the potential
to illuminate the precise nature of the polypeptide-pore lumen
interaction by determining the entropic and enthalpic contribu-
tions to the thermodynamic and kinetic constants, revealing
information about which process in polypeptide translocation
is dominant.

Undoubtedly, a deep understanding of the complex protein
translocases will be accomplished by expanding our capabilities
to comprehend not only how individual parts of the pore lumen
interact intimately with the translocating polypeptide, but also
how they act synergistically to perform the function. In the
future, single-molecule protein translocation studies with small
protein precursors might unravel the mechanisms by which small
passengers overcome a substantial energetic barrier to traverse
a â-barrel protein translocase. There is a great deal of anticipa-

tion that with further experimentation the broader biophysical
rules inferred from such studies will be directly applicable to
various complexâ-barrel protein translocases. Specifically, the
outcomes of these studies will be essential for many future
attempts at deciphering complex machineries (e.g., anthrax,
botulinum, TOM, and TIM channels), generating more realistic
models on protein translocation.41
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